What a night!
Jizz

Words, music, movement.

Enjoy a really different night out - enchanting, entertaining, family friendly and fun!

John Davies (aka Shedman) and musician Helen Lunt (cello, flute, keyboard) mingle wry humour with telling feeling, accompanied by captivating movement from Harriet Morris and Rosa Fairbanks. Plus special guests Kate Gale from the USA and Ciaran O’Driscoll and Margaret Farrelly from Ireland.

Jizz is a bird’s eye view on life that’s both touching and playful. It’s a whizz round life’s big events and little foibles, a quick flutter through beginnings and endings – and all kinds of birds!

“John Davies handles the ironic and the comic with exceptional ease and poise.
A joyous affirmation of life’s essential cycle.”
—SUDEEP SEN

“Helen Lunt is that extraordinary combination of mind, heart, spirit and creativity rarely found in the realm of music.”
—JOHN SHARP

Book now: BRIGHTON
Friday 6 October
Doors 7.15 for 8pm
£10/£8 concessions

ST GEORGE’S CHURCH
St George’s Road, Kemp town
Brighton BN2 1ED

Book online:
www.ticketsource.co.uk/shedman

www.shedman.net/jizz
facebook.com/Shedman @Shedman